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Abstract. The article presents an approach to automated organization of textual
data. The experiments have been performed on selected sub-set of Wikipedia.
The Vector Space Model representation based on terms has been used to build
groups of similar articles extracted from Kohonen Self-Organizing Maps with
DBSCAN clustering. To warrant efficiency of the data processing, we performed
linear dimensionality reduction of raw data using Principal Component Analysis.
We introduce hierarchical organization of the categorized articles changing the
granularity of SOM network. The categorization method has been used in implementation of the system that clusters results of keyword-based search in Polish
Wikipedia.

1 Introduction
The amount of information given in the form of documents written in a natural language
requires researching methods for effective content retrieval. One way of improving retrieval efficiency is performing documents categorization which organizes documents
and allows find relevant content easier.
In the article we present an approach to organization of a set of textual data through
an unsupervised machine learning technique. We demonstrate how our method works
on test dataset and describe the system that utilizes the method for categorization of the
search results retrieved form Wikipedia.
Because of high dimensionality of the processed data (documents represented with
terms as their features) we used a statistical method of Principal Component Analysis
[1]. The method identifies significant relations in the data and combines correlated features into one artificial characteristic which allows to reduce features space significantly.
In the reduced feature space we construct Kohonen Self-Organising Map [2] which
allows 2D presentation of topological similarity relations between objects (here documents). Employing DBSCAN clustering we extract from the SOM groups of the most
similar documents. Changing the SOM granularity we construct hierarchical categories
that organize documents set.

2 Text representation
The documents, to be effectively processed by machines, require to be converted from
the form readable to humans into a form processable by machines. The main problem is

a drawback between text representation used by humans, and that of the machines. Humans, while reading the text, understand its content, and thus he or she is able to know
what it is all about. Despite some promising projects, understanding of a text by machines is still unsolved [3], [4]. Because machines don’t understand the language they
use features for document description which allowes extraction of important relations
between processed data. In Artificial Intelligence it is called knowledge representation,
and it aims at presenting some aspects of the world in a computable form [5].
In Information Retrieval [6] a typical approach for text representation [7] is usage
of Vector Space Model [8] where documents are represented as points in feature space.
As features typically words or links are used.
In the experiments presented here we use document content to represent it. This text
representation employs words which the article contains. The features set has a size near
to the number of all distinctive words which appear in the processed repository of the
documents. To reduce size of the set we perform text preprocessing which contains the
following procedures:
– stop words removal – all words which appear in so-called stop words list are removed from the features set. This allows us to exclude words which are not very
informative in terms of machine processing, and which bring noise to the data.
– stemming – this preprocessing procedure allows to normalize words, through bringing different inflections of the word into its basic form. As a result, different forms
of the word are treated as the same term.
– frequency filtering – we remove terms that were related to only one document.
The words preprocessed in this way are called terms. The value, or descriptiveness of a term for a given document may be estimated by the strength w of association
between the term and the text. Typically for n-th term and k-th document w value is calculated as a product of two factors: term frequency tf and inverse document frequency
idf , given by wk,n = tfk,n · idfn . The term frequency is computed as the number of its
occurrences in the document and is divided by the total number of terms in the document. The frequency of a term in a text determines its importance for document content
description. If a term appears in the document frequently, it is considered as more important. The inverse document frequency increases the weight of terms that occur in a
small number of documents. The idfn factor describes the importance of the term for
distinguishing documents from each other and is defined as idfn = log(k/kterm(n) ),
where k is the total number of documents, and kterm(n) denotes the number of documents that contain term n.

3 The Data
To perform experiments which would validate our approach to organize search results
in repositories of documents we find Wikipedia very useful. This large source of human
knowledge contains articles referenced one to another and provides also a system of
categories. Despite the fact that the Wikipedia category system is not perfect, it can
be used as a validation set for algorithms which perform articles organization in an
automated way.

Wikipedia off-line data is publicly available for download1 . The data contain SQLdumps which provide structural information – linkages between articles and category
assignments. There are also available XML dumps which offer textual content of all
articles. Importing the data into local database and building the application allowed
to extract selected information from XML files and turn it into computationable form.
The application we have implemented allows us also to select articles for which the
representation will be generated. It allows us to select only a subset of Wikipedia which
warrants that the experiments run on single PC will be performed in reasonable time.
Table 1. The data used in the experiments.
Symbol Number
Category
and
of
name
color
articles
Biology magenta 2 66
Chemistry green +
229
Mathematic blue ·
172
Theology
black ∗
135

The experiments presented here we performed on test set of Wikipedia articles selected using categories. The articles in the set are relatively similar (they all belong to
one super category). It enables to show usability of the presented method for introducing organization in documents set that contains elements that are conceptually similar.
For test set we selected 602 articles which belong to 4 arbitrarily selected categories
from one super category Science. In Table 1 we present categories used in the experiments, and the amount of the articles they contain. The initial features set consists of
37368 features that after preprocessing have been reduced to 12109.
It is comfortable to have a rough view of the data. To see how it is distributed we provide visualization in 2D using principal components computed with PCA (described in
section 4.1). What can be seen in Figure 1 the articles from category biology described
with magenta 2 are not separable from other classes. This task can be performed using
other components what presents Figure 2 where third and fourth principal components
have been used.

4 Documents Organization Method
Having documents represented with text representation, we are able to process them and
perform experiments aiming at research methods for organizing them. Our approach we
based on categorization and perform it in three steps:
1. dimension reduction,
2. mapping the the articles into Kohonen map,
3. exploiting proximities extracted from the map creation of articles clusters.
1
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Fig. 1. View of the class distribution of the
test dataset performed in 2D, created with two
highest principal components.
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Fig. 2. View of the class distribution of the test
dataset performed in 2D, where dimensions
are created with third and fourth components.

Dimension reduction

The raw data we process are high dimensional (test set contains 12109 unique features). Some of the features which are used to describe processed objects are strongly
correlated to one another. They can be replaced with artificial characteristic which is
the combination of the original ones. One way of performing this a task is statistical
method called Principal Component Analysis [1]. The idea of the method is based on
identification of principal components for the correlation matrix of the features. Selecting the most significant components is performed by computing eigenvectors of
the correlation matrix and sorting them according to eigenvalues. A chosen number
of eigenvectors which have the highest variance, can be used for representation of the
original data. Multiplication of the truncated eigenvectors matrix by original data constructs lower dimensional space for representation of original objects. Selecting the
number of eigenvectors used for reduction is crucial to obtain a good approximation of
the original data. Very good approximation is to take eigenvectors that complete 99%
of the data variance. In Figure 3 we present the % of variances for each of components
we also provide information about the number of components whose cumulative sum
completes 99% of the variance (136).
4.2

1.5

Self - Organizing Maps for topological representation of articles similarity

One of the methods for presenting significant relationships in the data is identification
of similar groups of objects and, instead of the objects per se, presentation their representatives – prototypes. In our experiments we we use neural-inspired approach of the
Self-Organizing Map introduced by Kohonen [9]. The method is based on an artificial
neural network which is trained in a competitive process, also called vector quantization [10]. The learning process uses the strategy Winner Takes All (in some algorithm
versions Most) which updates the weights of the neuron which is the most similar to
the object used to activate the network. The neurons with strongest activations for the
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Fig. 3. The % of variability for succeeding principal components

objects that belong to the same class form prototypes [11] which can be used for representation of the particular set of objects.
The effect achieved after training the neural network, is functionally equal to nonlinear scaling from the n-dimensional objects to the smaller, here 2-dimensional space
of their prototypes [12]. The advantage of the SOM method is its ability of graphical presentation. The results are visualized in 2D called maps where prototypes of the
objects are presented. They keep topological distances according to the given object
similarity measure which has been used during training of the neural network.
The SOM-based approach is known to be successfully applied in text processing
[13] and it also found applications in web pages organization [14]. In this approach, the
information retrieval process is accomplished with presentation of similarity of documents on the Kohonens map which aims at improving the searching process based on
their proximity. The data presented in Table 1 and reduced with 136 highest principal
components have been used to construct SOM. It presents topological relations between
documents projected on 2D space where they are represented by their neural prototypes.
SOM presented in (Figure 4) shows firing areas of the network while it was activated
with articles that belong to different categories. We also provide joint SOM activation
(figure 5) where areas of the network that overlaps have been marked with red.
4.3

Clustering the data

The neurons of SOM may be interpreted as prototypes for articles. While the network
is activated by articles that belong to different categories it responds with firing neurons
from different areas of SOM. If articles belong to same category they activate close
SOM areas. This fact allows to capture proximities of the articles on higher level of
abstraction that arises form the fact the comparison is performed in low dimensional
space (2 dimensions of SOM). The proximities can be computed calculating average
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Fig. 4. Sample dataset presented on Self-Organized Map. Activations of different SOM areas for
articles from different categories and their overlaps.

distances between neurons activated for each pair of the articles. It allows to construct
articles similarity matrix where elements are calculated using formula 1.
|X|

1
1 X
sim(a1 , a2 ) =
=
d(xi , Y )
d(X, Y )
|X| i=1

(1)

where X and Y denote sets of neurons on SOM activated respectevely for article a1 and
a2 and d(xi , Y ) is calculated using formula 2.
|Y |

d(xi , Y ) =

1 X
|Y | j=1

q

(xi1 − yj1 )(xi2 − yj2 )

(2)

The articles proximity matrix allows us to extract groups of the most similar articles. There are many methods and strategies to perform such a task [15]. We used
here density-based approach that is known effective non parametric clustering technique suitable for textual data[16]. Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) [17] is a clustering algorithm based on densities of points in
feature space. Its advantage is not very sensitive to noise and also it is able to find not
only convex clusters, which is big limitation of typical clustering algorithms. The main
idea of the algorithm is a concept of point neighborhood given by the radius ǫ (that is
algorithm parameter) that must contain fixed, minimal number of other points (τ ) belonging to the same cluster. The shape of neighborhood depends on proximity function.
Eg.: for Manhattan distance it is rectangle. In our approach usage of formula 1 allows

to build clusters of any shape. In DBSCAN there are three types of points: root (inside
cluster), border and outlayers. Changing the parameters ǫ and τ we can minimize number of outlayers and thus tune the algorithm. Border points are interpreted as articles
that belong to more than one cluster and thus multi-categorisation is introduced, which
is closer to the real-word categorization, performed by humans.
The clustering quality Q have been evaluated comparing cardinality of clusters C
that has been computed and articles categories K created by humans. For each category
Kj the quality Qj is calculated using the formula 3.
|K|

Qj =

1 X |a| ∈ Cmax
|K| j=1 |a| ∈ Kj

(3)

where |a| ∈ Cmax denotes number of articles that belong to cluster with highest
cardinality and |a| ∈ Kj denotes cardinality of Kj category.
For the categories from the test dataset (described in table 1) we obtain qualities
shown in table 2.
Table 2. Clustering qualities for each of the category from sample dataset
Quality \ Category name Biology Chemistry Mathematic Theology
Qj
0.71
0.82
0.84
0.66

4.4

Hierarchical organization

Hierarchy is one of the most well-known ways for organization of large number of
objects. It can also be built for a set of the documents using SOM [18], [19]. This task
can be done changing the size of the SOM, which introduces different granularity of
data organization. The organization is based on hierarchically layered prototypes that
represent SOM neurons. The Figures 6 and 5 show bottom-up process of changing the
size of the SOM which transforms articles to their more general prototypes. If we take
prototypes that bind together sets of the articles, this process can be seen as generalizing
the articles into more abstract categories. Overlaps between neuron activations induce
the ability to introduce new relations between categories, as well as it show some other
possible directions in which the categorization can be performed further.

5 Application and Future Directions
In the article we present the approach for documents categorization based on terms
VSM used for representation of Wikipedia articles. We perform linear dimensionality reduction based on PCA. It allows to build Self-Organizing Map in effective way.
Changing the SOM size we introduce hierarchical organization of the documents set.
Using SOM representation for DBSCAN clustering we identify clusters of the most
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Fig. 5. SOM 5 times 5, for creating hierarchical categories

Fig. 6. SOM 2 times 2, for creating hierarchical categories

similar articles. We present how our method works for arbitrary selected categories of
articles and how it allows to separate them.
We implemented the method presented here in the form of the system that provides
clusters for keyword-based search within Polish Wikipedia. The prototype of the system
is accessible on-line under url http://swn.eti.pg.gda.pl/UniversalSearch. The screenshot
of the application have been presented in Figure 7. The system using the method forms
in the fly clusters for the articles that has been selected from Wikipedia using keyword
search. In the in Figure 7 we present sample clusters formed for the results returned from
Wikipedia for Polish word jadro
˛
(kernel). In future we plan to implement searching
based on clustering for English Wikipedia.
The application shows that forming clusters for Wikipedia pages is useful for organizing the search results. In future we plan to evaluate the clustering results according
to the human judgments. Introducing human factor makes this task hard because it requires reviewing the search results manually and for each cluster decide whether the
articles are related to proper cluster correctly or not.
Experiments shown here were performed on a limited set of articles. We plan to
perform clustering computations on the whole Wikipedia, to introduce for this source
of knowledge new, automated category system. It requires us to take into account some
additional issues related to efficiency and requires reimplementation of algorithms to
be run on clusters instead of single PC. Create machine-made system of the Wikipedia
categories for articles will allow to improve the existing one through finding missing
and wrong assignments. Application of this method is also possible for non-categorized
documents repository. It allows users to find information using similarity and associations between textual data which is a different approach to the paradigm based on
keyword-search.
We plan to research other methods of text representations. We will examine approach to the representation of documents based on algorithmic information [20]. In
this approach the similarity between two articles is based on information complexity
and is calculated from the size differences of the compressed files [21]. We also plan to
research representations based on text semantics. The main idea is to map articles into
a proper place of the Semantic Network and then calculate distances between them. As

Fig. 7. User interface of the application for clustering Wikipedia search results

the Semantic Network we plan to use WordNet dictionary [22]. We will use word disambiguation techniques [23] that allow to map words to their proper synsets to perform
such a mappings. We made some research in this direction and the first results are very
promising [24].
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